FutureWorks
Common Application
Bootcamp

Step 1
Prior to the boot camp we will be sending each applicant a list of background questions
which needs to be answered and send it back to us before the boot camp commences.
We will then schedule a meeting via phone, Skype or Googletalk where we will analyse your
profile prior to the Bootcamp.

Step 2
Attending the Common Application Bootcamp

Will start with an hour session on:

Day 1

•How to approach the essays: which question to choose, what
admissions committees are looking for, how to differentiate yourself, how
to the structure of the essays, and the tones and styles you can use.
•Some examples will be shared with the applicants to give them an idea of
what universities are looking for in their essays.
Applicants will start working on ideas and topics for their essays.
Each applicant will have a personal session with the expert who will
brainstorm with the applicant on what they should be writing about in their
essay and how to come up with good topics which suit their profile.
After your individual brainstorming session with the expert, each applicant
will start working on their essay.

By the end of day 1 every applicant will have clarity on their chosen
essay topics.

Day 2

Day 3

Applicants will write their essays and get ongoing strategic advice on their
essays from our experts as they write their essays. This will help them in
completing drafts of their essays by the end of day 2.

Each applicant will have a personal session to review their drafts and get
feedback to refine their essays
Applicants will get ongoing strategic feedback from our experts on the
changes being made
Towards the end of the session, each applicant with then work on editing
the essays with help from our expert

Day 4

Our expert will walk applicants through what 'great' resumes and short
answer questions look like
Applicants will work on their resume/activities sheet and short answer
questions.
Our expert will give ongoing feedback to the applicants to ensure that they
complete their resume and short answer question by the end of Day 4.
Applicants will fill out all the 'mandatory' details such as background
information required in the common application form

At the end of day 4 the common application form will be complete
and ready for us to review and give feedback to refine their common
application form if necessary.

Day 5

Each application will get extensive feedback on their resume/activities
sheet, short answer questions and their application forms.
Applicants will work on refining their resume/activities sheet and short
answer questions.
Our expert will give ongoing feedback to the applicants to ensure that they
finalize their resume and short answer question by the end of Day 5.
The Common Application forms will be ready for submission.

Benefits:
Applicants will get an opportunity to work one-on-one with our expert to complete their common
application form in a span of 5 days.
Applicants will get clarity on what topic to write their essay on for their common application form.
They will get timely feedback from our expert.
Develop an application strategy that will set them apart from other applicants.
Most importantly they will complete their common application form before other applicants have
even begun filling their applications.

FOR MORE DETAILS ON THE FUTUREWORKS COMMON APPLICATION BOOTCAMP
Mail us: aashimasethi@futureworks.co.in
Call us: +91 9910097553 ; +91 11-41034650 ; +91 11-40525744; +91 11-40525743

